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principle

of

This
certificate B
9193
emphasize the
similimum was arrived
by Dr. G.P. Hahnemann
and Thiru C.Soundarajan
to
impersonate the
Dr.Dhanalakshmi D/o Mohanavelu to B
Santhanalakshmi D/o A Balakrishanan.
Mrs B. Santhanalaksmi aged 40 is second
wife of Dr.A.Dhandapani, member of the
council. Already his daughter in law
T.Nalini, W/o Dr.D.Senthil kumar in news
for impersonation of B 837, procured by
Dr.G.Nirmal, former member, Central
council of Homoeopathy for Rs. 40,000

Homoeopathy “Similia Similibus Curentur”,
“Like cures like” was contributed by father
and

founder

of

Homoeopathy

by

Dr. Christian Friedrich Samuel Hahnemann,
While Dr.G.P. Hahnemann, former President
of Tamil Nadu Homoeopathy Medical
Council, a diplomat and Post Graduate in
Homoeopathy identified with his close
associate Thiru. C. Soundarajan, the most
similar names of demised physicians and
unknown physicians names to issue a
Registration certificate. The “Doctrine of
signature" is wisely applied for criminal
misconduct.

Registration Registers states that former

these committee were successful in

At present, 28 authentic impersonations

Registrars and the enquiry committee

nominations and elections over a decade,

had been reported with authentic evidences

Members. The enquiry committee which

has been utilized by them cleverly to cheat

on Registration Certificates, Identify Cards

was constituted by the council to enquire

every Registred Homoeopath of the council,

and

impersonations, themselves indulged with

abuse their power for money and scam is

criminal misconduct.

expected in large scale. The powered

Tamil Nadu Government Gazette

publication, copies from the original and Re

Dr. G.P. Hahnemann

Thiru.C.Soundarajan
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Dr. T.C.P. Nambiar

The members of

Dr. R. Rangaswamy
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Dr.A. Dhandapani, a sudden deceased
member of the council ,had been reported
with a large number of Certificates at North,
South Arcot districts. His second wife
B. Shanthanalakshmi also received a
impersonated certificate on B9231. Already
his daughter in Law T.Nalini
Dr. D.Senthil Kumar

w/o

received the

impersonated certificate B 837

through

Dr.G.Nirmal, the whole sale distributer of
illegal Nagaland certificates in Tamil Nadu,
abusing his member designation in Central
Council for Homoeopathy.
This “ Swami Ploy Clinic” at Nasianoor, Erode District had served as
distribution center for impersonated Certificates. This is owned by
Dr.R.Rangasamy a senior member of the council. The most similimum arrived
in B 6517 which belongs to Dr . V.Jeyaraj S/O Veerappan matched to
R.Jayaraj S/o R.Rajamanikam by Dr.G.P. Hahnemann and Thiru C.Soundarajan.
The impersonated certificate and ID card distributed by Thiru .R.Rangasamy.
Many recipients confessed that the Certificates’ reaches here and distributed
to the network

The impersonate certificate recipients
told the also participated all seminars ,
CME conducted by the Council. While
Dr.N.V.Sugathan, the Chairman of the CME,
had conducted several Seminars, CME
and

authorized

with

certificate

of

participation for further endurance and

authorities used the council resolutions to

impersonated certificate recipients that he

these events had severed as identification

change “C to B Registration” and “Re-

furnished Affidavits, fees to the council in

of quacks

Registration certificate” with new Certificates

the name of enlistment, renewal on fathers

capacity.

with photo and Identify card.

name, later he collected money scaling

Neither

amendment to the act or order from the
government received for this illegal action.

their caliber.

and measure their financial

The illegal certificate recipients told that
they voted the state election 2011. They

Another Member Dr.R.Rangasamy, a

affirmed that the elected members collected

More number of impersonations could be

senior

of

the blank ballot papers, singed declaration

ruled out only on entire examination of

Thiru.C.Soundarajan had been reported by the

forms and voting cover. They also handed

original and Re Registration Registers.

impersonated certificate recipients that

his

over the postal cover as proof. All these

had served as

establishes the impersonated recipients

All these certificates were signed by
Thiru C.Soundarajan, former Registrar I/C

member

and

“Swami Poly Hospital”

intimate

distribution center for these illegal certificates.

voted illegally in large scale and constituted

of the council and identity cards by Dr.G.P.
The impersonated Identity Card issued
by Dr.G.P. Hahnemann and Thiru
C.Soundarajan
to this impersonated
recipient has filed a case against the Board
of Indian Medicine and Government claiming
his right that he is genuine certified doctor of
Tamil Nadu Homoeopathy Council

Hahnemann and Thiru. C.Soundarajan.
Journal has established evidences that
huge amount had been collected from the
quacks and had been certified. Dr. T.C.P.
Nambiar, a very senior member of the
council

had been pointed out by the
December 2015
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Dr.G.P. Hahnemann’s Political drama…to escape penal action

2010

2015

DMK...

AIDMK...?

this illegal body, cheating every

Dr.G.P. Hahnemann, former president of the

been formed by Dr.R.Rangasamy”.

genuine Homoeopath and also the

council had tried to appoint the Registrars of the

My R.H.M.P. is spelling mistake … I

council without Government approval purposely to

have obtained Registration in other

Government

hide these impersonations and appointed Registrars

All these found had worked under

of the council . After Thiru. C. Soundarajans’s quit,

state…. I finished HMD at London.

Nadu

He appointed Thiru G Chandra Babu as Registrar who

Government has not affiliated…."

Homoeopathy Federation, a dubious

was restrained and quitted by the Honourable Court

his versions, stands affirmed that

for not obtaining approval from the Government. He

Dr.R.Rangasamy,

filed case against the Government which was dismissed.

member of the council

the

umbrella

of

Tamil

Association for B and C class
practitioners

in

Which

Executive
is in

Dr.G.P.

Then he appointed his willful Registrar Thiru

Hahnemann was Advisor, Dr.G.Nirmal

.K.Chithraikannu to act on his will and suppress,

is Custodian, Dr. T.C.P. Nambiar was

indulge all impersonations, however government

president,

approval for extension was not accorded and

Ponn. Nargunasivam,who

Government appointed Thiru. G.Rajasekaran, former

been identified, threatened by this

Dr.A.Dhandapani

General

Secretary

as
and

Dr.R.Rangasamy as Treasurer; Mr.

Additional secretary as Registrar of the council, an
honest officer served for Tamil Nadu Government

A.Elanthiryan, a RHMP certificate

backbone.
The network had offered quack,

network,

finally

had

offered

a

He called these impersonated certificate

impersonated certificate on B 6224,

recipient, Joint General secretary of

holders

and seized the impersonated certificates,

whose original entry belongs to

these Federation and Secretary of

confessions shakes the members of the council since

Dr.G.Rajan. The body which is

they had acted as touts in selling these certificate for

bound to initiate action against the

Salem

Homoeopathy

Doctor’s

Association told

Rs 25,000 to Rs 2,00,000 understanding the caliber
of a quack . Now the network is on hurry operation to

quacks is negotiated for money.

“After your writing the federation

snatch certificates from the recipients and alerted not

The team network utilized by

has removed my name from the posts

to reply and abscond. Theni district impersonated

the resolution to update the

certificates recipients are silent. One recipient not

Medical

and also Dr.G.P. Hahnemann and
G.Nirmal and new federation has
December 2015

received the “Enquiry letter “ from Registrar and
returned that he was dead with postal remarks
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Dr.G.P. Hahnemann and Thiru C.Soundarajan discovered the most similar
names to issue a impersonated certificate of deceased physicians
Sl. No Regd Number

Original Entries

Impersonated entries

1

837

Dr R.R.Nagair
S/o Rangaier

T.Nalini
D/o R.Dayalan

2

8198

Dr.J.Venkataraman
S/o Janagiraman

Dr. C.Venkataraman
S/o China Munusamy

3

8292

Dr.S.K.Sivaprakasam
S/o Kandasamy Mudaliar

D.Sivaprakasam
S/o S.Duraisamy

4

9140

Dr.E.R.K.Velu
S/o Rasappa

M.Velmuruagam
S/o Mani

This dubious clinic is located at Neyveli , BHMS
and MD(hom) physicians are quiet surprised
over these degrees and affiliation

5

1863

Dr.K.C.Sreedharan
S/o Govindan Nair

S.Sridharan
S/o S.Swaminathan

6

7588

Dr.V.Kumar
S/o Velayudham

P.Selvakumar
S/o Palaniappan

7

7637

Dr.R.Ganesan
S/o G.Raju

S.Ganesan
S/o Saravanamuthu

8

7561

Dr.K.Kader Mohideen
S/o Kadar Ibrahim

M.Jamal Mohdeen
S/o K.Mohamed

9

467

K.Srinivasan
S/o Kuppusamy Iyer

K.Seenivasan
S/o R.S.Krishna Roa

10

9193

Dr.R.Sukumaran
S/o Govindan

M.N.Anil Kumar
S/o Janardhanan

11

6887

Meshack
S/o Moses

N.Imtiyaz Ahamed Manek
S/o Nazeer Ahmed Manek

Register is not revised and published to

Dr.A.Santhakumar
S/o Adimoolam

T.K.Nandakumar
S/o Thangapan

business fooling every Registered Medical

12

7686

separate intimation letter and by a News
Paper advertisement, had been misused
issued by Thiru. C. Soundararan and
Dr.G.P. Hahnemann. The entire Medical
retain the death list to continue this NO 1
practitioner

13

8098

Sukumaran P.K.
S/o Krishnan P

Kumaran
S/o Sankaran

14

4063

Dr. T.Manoharan
S/o Thiruvengadam A

M.Manoharan
S/o R,Manoharan

15

11629

Dr.V.Vasudevan
S/o Venkatachalam

A.Vaidyalingam
S/o Arumugam

options to escape from criminal misconduct,

Dr.G.P.Hahnemann

and

Dr.T.C.P.

Nambiar had been nominated by political
clout of DMK regimen in 2010, now find no
except colliding the help of their share

16

1464

Dr.R.G.Sekar
S/o RamaSamy Naidu

S.Sekar
S/o K.S.Subarayalu

holder Dr.R.Rangasamy to safeguard and

17

3234

Dr.H.M.Kamarteen
S/o Abdul Rahim

P.N.Salim Kumaran
S/o P.K.Narayanan

regimen. They swings around party men,

18

9231

Dr .Dhanalakshmi
D/o Mohanavelu

B.Santhanalakskmi
D/o Balakrishnan

worshipping

19

8273

Dr.A.V.Purushothaman
S/o Veerasamy chetty

V.Purushothaman
S/o Visvanathan

20

1929

Dr.P.T.Ponnuswamy
S/o Manickam P.J

S. Ponnusamy
S/o Subramanian

December 2015
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obtain their nominations under

AIDMK

Ministers, attempts with dubious posters
Mayor,

Thiru

V.V.Rajan

Chellappa and Honourable Chief Minister to
escape from penal action by police
Department.
-Homoeo twitter
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